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PREFACE
This report is submitted under contract NAS9-16062 and covers the period 11 March 1980
through 10 May 1981. To aid the reader in its use, this report is presented in two volumes.
Volume 1 contains test procedures and results of the program performed at Douglas Aircraft
Compan y , McDonnell Douglas Corporation, Long Beach, California. Included as an appendix to
Volume 1 is a NASA-JSC report on seat flammability tests performed in December 1980 by
NASA. Volume 2 contains plotted test data of the Douglas Aircraft test program. Mr. Fred E.
Durkin was Principal Invest i gator and Program Director at Douglas Aircraft Company and was
assisted by the Materials and Producibility Engineering Section.
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SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION
Aircraft passenger seats represent a high percentage of the organic materials used in a pas-
senger cabin. These organics can contribute to a cabin fire if subjected to a severe ignition source
such as a posterash fuel fire.
The series .,f tests reported upon in this report is the fourth phase of a NASA-funded program to
improve the fire resistance of aircraft passenger seats. Specifically, it is directed toward identi-
fying materials and design approaches that will improve the fire resistance of contemporary seat
cushions. Eight different seat cushion configurations were subjected to two different ignition
sources in the Douglas Cabin Fire Simulator. These configurations were selected on the basis of
previous laboratory testing and design analysis.
SECTION 2
SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS
Btu British thermal unit
°C Degrees Celsius (centigrade)
Ca Cardiac arrhythmias
CA Cardiac arrest
cm Centimeter
cm 2 Square centimeter
DAC Douglas Aircraft Company
O F Degrees Fahrenheit
ft Feet
hr Hour
in. Inch
kg Kilogram
kg/m'- Kilogram per square meter
kw Kilowatt
lb Pound
lb/ft l Pounds per square foot
lb/ft3 Pounds per cubic foot
m Meter
MATS Multiple Animal Test System
mm Millimeter
min Minutes
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration
PARTS Portable Animal Test System
PCT, % Percent
PPM Parts per million
psi Pounds per square inch
sec Second
TC Thermocouple
Ti Time to incapacitation
W Watt
ftcEDINO 0 GE 
BLANK No?.
^'^MF4
3
SECTION 3
TEST ARTICLES
3.1 TEST SPECIMENS
Fight different seat cushion configurations were tested and these are listed in Table 1. Fire
blocking, when incorporated, covered all sides of the cushion. When more than one material was
used for padding, e.g., lit-inch LS-200lpolyimide foam, one layer of each material was incor-
porated. Al! upholstery materials were stitched with nylon beta thread. The overall dimensions
for the back cushions were 43 by 61 by 5 centimeters 117 by 24 by 2 inches) and 46 by 50 by 8 cen-
timeters 118 by 20 by 3 inches) for the bottom cushions.
3.2 r-=-ATERIALS
The eight test specimens were fabricated using a combination of the materials shown in Table 2.
These materials were selected for use in this program on the basis of their performance in
previous tests, Reference 1, and on their availability.
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SECTION 4
TEST PROGRAM
4.1 TEST SETUP
All tests were conducted within the cabin fire simulator ICFSI. The CFS is a double-walled steel
cylinder 12 feet in diameter and 40 feet long, with a double-door entry airlock at one end and a
full-diameter door at the other. It is equipped with a simulated cabin ventilation system and, for
environmental reasons, all exhaust products are routed through a scrubber and charcoal filter
system. A view port in the airlock door allows the tests to be monitored visually. The radiant
heat panels and fuel pan used in these tests were positioned as shown in Figures 1, 2, and 3.
The 30- by 30- by 7.5-centimeter 112- by 12-inch) fuel pan was made from stainless steel sheet
and welded at the edges and corners. The radiant panels consisted of 46 quartz lamps producing
a 10-watt/square centimeter heat flux upon the right seat edge. Prior to testing, the heat flux
upon the cushion surface was mapped using calorimeters. Figure 4 shows the positions at which
heat flux measurements were taken and their recorded values.
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75 cm(30 in)
PROPANE FLAME
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SIDE VIEW	 FRONT VIEW
FIGURE 1. FUEL SOURCES — LOCATIONS
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FIGURE 2. RADIANT PANEL TEST SETUP
FIGURE 3 FUEL PAN TEST SETUP
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4.2 INSTRUMENTATION
4.2.1 Photo Instrumentation
Color still photographs were taken of the test setup before and after each test. The post - test
photos are presented in Appendix A. In addition to the still photos, closed-circuit color TV with
recorded video and color 1`:-millimeter motion pictures. operating at 24 frames per second, were
taken of the seat during the tests. The TV tapes and motion pictures are presented separately
from this report.
4.2.2 Thermal Instrumentation
Temperatures from each fire were obtained using chromel-constantar, thermocouples sewn into
the seat cushions and mechanically attached to the Seat frame. Figure 5. In add ; tion, thermo-
couples were located along the ceiling of the CFS, at the cahin air outlet, on the test animal cage,
and at the load cell. Two heat flux sensors were installed facing the seat assembly. A pictorial
representation of the cabin instrumentation is shown in Figure 6.
The thermocouple and calorimeter data were fed into a PDP-I0 recording computer which in
turn feel a NW-15 printot , t computer. The raw computer dat,, , were then plotted by the data
reduction center of McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company, Huntington beach.
It L! ► I	 ti RIGHT
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FIGURE 5. CUSHION THERMOCOUPLES 1LOC/!TION AND IDENTIFIC:,TION)
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4.2.3 Gas and Smoke Instrumentation
A detailed description of the instrumentation used for gas and smoke analyses is presented in
Appendix R. As shown in Figure 6. smoke meters were installed in two locations and were
suspended at distances of 1, 3, and 6 feet above the CFS floor at both locations. The smoke
meters were Weston Model 544 photocells with 36-centimeter path length calibrated to read in
percent transmittance of light. Figure 7 shows cal i bration of real-time gas instruments.
AIR EXHAUST
TCM
F_----
+1 TAO
AIR EXHAUST
LOAD CELL
►TS
	
AIf.INLET	 RADIANT
PHOTOMETERS	 i I	 PANELS-
TLC	 PWI + TCW
	
TCM +
	 PMT	 TCL
l-1	 PW?
	
T	 PM2
2.25M
+	 17.5 FT)	 OCU
rRC
	
	 OCLTAO
PW3
	
O	 PM3
SEAT
ASSEMBLY
AS ANALYSIS BUBBLER	 FUEL PANJ
LEGEND T - THERMOCOUPLE
P= PHOTOMETER
C = CALORIMETER
FIGURE 6 CFS INSTRUMENTATION
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FIGURE 7 REAL TIME GAS ANALYSIS EQUIPMENT
4.2.4 Biomedical Instrumentation
Figure S is :► diagram of the equipnu•nt s e I u p, A hulkhead connector in the fire chamber allowed
acres for clert rival pow er and transducer ^iKn.als Two animal cages w ere • located inside the
chaniher: one was the multiIiIv anlntaI wst s y stem INIATSP %% hi( was located 48 inches above
the floor at 21) feet fain, the hurninK prrinu v n, and the- other a kink*le ^ ►nimal rake located in the
same vtrintt y . Recorder , . siKn: ► ) condttionim, equipment. and motor and pump controls were
located outside the ch: ► !nhcr.
A fiticef blanket was piaccd o^vr each cm4c to protect the animals from radiant he:+l. Two haif-
inch duun, ter inlet ptpc- allmkcd the fire chanther kasc • to enter the cafes. Two ln-lite — per-
.ninutu pun ► ps prfi% ulcd anthienl air ctrculati,in into the vagvs. 'I'hesc pumps were located on I ltc
cag— platforms outside the hlankct, and «crc coupled too 	 cave via one-quarter inch diameter
teflon tuhinti!
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BRIDGE	 HCNANNEL
BALANCE	 RCDR
FIGURE 8 BIOMEDICAL INSTRUMENTATION
The MATS cage, Figure 9, consists of three adjacent split-wheel rotating cages mounted on a
single shaft which is coupled to a %ariable speed 15 rpm) drive motor. 0my the outer two cages
to and (') shown in Figure K were used durinL,, these tests.
A stepping hair, having the same radius as the rotating cage )about 9 inches) and protruding be-
tween the split wheel, was coupled to a load cell. Thus the collapse of the animal, indicating time
to incapacit;&-on iTii, could he noticed as an increased and steady load on the chart recorder. The
single-animal cage was similarl y constructed excep. *hat each half of the split wheel was coupled
to separate drive motors. This eliminated the axle shaft within the cage and permitted the use of
an electrocardiogram IFKGI belt on the animal with an umbilical cable exiting at the top of the
cage. Fi, th cages contained a solid-state temperature sensor ,Analog Devices Al)-5901 to
monitor the animal's ambient environment.
Outside the fire chamber. Figure 10, signals front load cells were conditioned with a
ti-channel bridge-balance panel 13- channels required) and recorded on an Astromed Super R hot-
pen recorder. Temperature data from the two cages were multiplexes' along with ambient room
temperature as a reference and recorded on one channel of the chart recorder. Ambient room
temperature was monitored Aith a digital pyrometer. This hot-pen recorder was operated at
1 millimeter second chart speed.
15

EKE. signals wen• processed with a portable animal test system tPARTSi which allows data to
be recorded on a magne tic cassette tape as well as a two - channel chart recorder. The chart
recorder tGould 222 1 was operated at 5 millimeter /second chart speed.
4.3 TEST PROCEDURE
Instrumented cushions were weighed, then positioned on the modified seat frame. The seat
frame with instrumented cushions was rigged with suspension cables anti hung from a cable
located in the ceiling of the CFS. The other end of the ceiling cable was attached to the load cell.
Thern ► ucoupies, calorimeters, Ras analysis equipment, photometers, and load cell were checked
and calibrated. The test animals were then placed in their cages. Still photographs were taken of
the cushions. These procedures were identical for both radiant panel and fuel pan tests.
For the fuel pan tests, one liter of Jet A fuel was placed into a 30- by 30 - centirneter t12- by 12-
inch) pan just prior to closing the cabin chamber door. The cabin chamber was closed and the
cabin ventilating air of approximtely 500 CFNI was started.
4.3.1 Radiant Panel Test
The computer, video. and motion picture camera were started at T-0 seconds. At T+ 15
seconds the propane gas was ignited. At T + 20 seconds the radiant panel was switched on and
remained on for 5 minutes. At T - 30 minutes the computer, video, and motion picture camera
%%ure shut off. Photos were taken of the test seats. Remaining cushion materials were rem^)ved
from the seat frame and weighed.
4.3.2 Fuel Pan Test
The computer. v ideo, and motion picture camer a were started A hen the Jet A fuel ignited. At
T - 30 minutes the computer, video. and motion picture camera ware shut off. Photos were
taken of the burned seats. Remaining cushion materials were removed from the seat frame and
weighed.
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SECTION 5
TEST RESULTS
5.1 GENERAL
The radiant panel subjected the front and top surfaces of the cushions to radiant energy while
the fuel pan subjected the bottom of the right seat cushion and occasionally the bottom of the left
seat to heat from the .Jet A-fuel fire. This resulted in the radiant and fuel pan test cushions hav-
ing a different final appearance. Photographs of the test results are to be found in Appendix A.
Test data from fuel pan and radiant panel tests are presented in Tables 3 and 4 respectively. This
information was taken from the plotted data in Appendix B and Volume 2 and is presented in a
form to aid in comparing cushion performances.
Gas analysis, calorimeter values, cushion temperatures, ceiling temperatures and air exhaust
temperatures from the radi..nt panel tests were relatively the same for all seat cushion con-
figurations with the exception of the baseline seat. This was also true for the data obtained from
fuel pan tests. In the radiant tests, the percentage of light transmittance was just slightly better
for the advance cushion 145 to 58 percent) than for the fire barrier cushions (30 to 55 percent). In
the fuel pan tests, the Jet A fuel alone reduced the percentage of light transmittance to a value
135 percent) where comparisons of smoke from the cushions were questionable.
The quantities of CHX, CO, CO.,) , HF, HCL and HCN resulting from the tests were relatively
small. Their concentrations for a short exposure time of 10 minutes would be at most irritating to
the eyes and nose with no immediate danger to life, Reference 2.
After each test, the remains of the seat cushions were removed from the seat frame and
weighed. Cushion weights before and after the test are presented in Tab,e 5.
Three 180- to 200-gram female Simonsen Albino iSprague-Dawley derived) rats were used in
each test. Time-to-incapacitation M) data were recorded from all subjects while EKG data were
recorded from one subject.
All rats survived the cushion burn tests with one exception. One rat died in the fuel pan fire
testing of Seat Cushion Configuration 8. Death of the rat was due to cardiac arrest (CA) and
occurred one minute after completion of the 30-minute test. No autopsy was performed on the
rat as this was beyond the scope of the program. Gas analysis data showed no unusual quantities
of toxic gas for Configuration 8 when compared to the other configurations.
Biological test data for radiant panel and Jet-A fuel tests are presented in Tables 6 and 7. These
tables indicate the materials burned in each test, whether or not Ti occurred, and cardiac
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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TABLE 6
BIOLOGICAL RESULTS FOR RADIANT PANEL TESTS
TEST PEAR	 HEAT T. Ca CA COMM[ NTS
NO CAGE	 FLUX
JEMP	 W/cm=
F
111	 IAI 81	 10 1 0 WOUL NV LON MUSLIN. URETHANE
BASE LINE
OCCASIONAL PUC
S IEKCI T.	 20 MIN
0
MULTIPLE C41	 193 MIN
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81 10 0
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TABLE 7
BIOLOGICAL RESULTS FOR FUEL PAN TESTS
PEAK HEAT T. G CA COMMENTSTEST CAGE FLU ►t?NO XEMP
F
Wlem
WOOL/NYLON. MUSLIN, URETHANE1181 84 0 0 101 0
BASE!1NE
0
EKL, DATA UNUSABLE
WOGL/NYLON. 	 NOMEX	 III, URETHANE1181 82 0 6 0
DURRETTE FIRE BARRIER
MULTIPLE Cas
	 15 SEC DURATION
To • 21 MIN
J I'll 79 0 0 2 0 WOOL/NYLON, MUSLIN, URETHANE
VONAR 31PS. FIRE BARRIER
EXTRA S v STOL1 AT 5 AND B MIN
418) 79 0 1 25 0 KERMEL/WOO1. NONE, URETHANE
NOM 111/LS200. FIRE BAR FLOAT
5 SINGLE Ce s. 20 MULTIPLE Ca's
S IEKGI T 26 7 MIN
SIR) 77 0 0 2 0 KERMEL/WOOL, NONE. URETHANE
NOMEX III/LS200. FIRE BARRIER
Ca's AT 15 MIN
6181 78 0 0 101 0 KERMEL/WOOL. NOMEX III, LS200/
PI FOAM. (LIGHTWEIGHT CUSHION)
719) 79 0 0 0 0 100% WOOL MUSLIN Pi FOAM
FINE RETARDANT CUSHION
8 IBI 78 0 1 50 1 100♦ 	 WOOL.	 MUSLIN, PI	 FOAM/AIRS X
FIRE RE 	 . CUSHION/FLOTATION
T,s AT 25 MIN . MULTIPLE Ca 's AT
26 MIN. SINGLE CA s AT 5 to 8 MIN
SIEKGI T. 25 MIN. CA 31 MIN
responses to the gases. Cardiac arrh y thmias (Ca) are shown on a scale of 0 to 50, with 101 indi-
cating unusahle data resulting from excessive noise or hroken sensors. A "0" on the sale indi-
cates no ;irrh y t hmias and ­50" indicates cardiac arrest (CA).
5.2 BASELINE CONFIGURATION
In the baseline tests both initial ignition sources resulted in complete burning of all cushion
materials.
5.3 FIRE BLOCKING
The radiant panel meltea/burned the urethane, hollowing out the right seat cushions, and lightl}
damaging the left seat bacK and bottom cushions. The fuel Ilan melted hurned the urethane,
hollowing out the right seat bottom cushion completel y- and the left seat bottom cushion par-
tiall%, leaving both right and left back cushions with minor if an y damage.
5.4 ADVANCE MATERIALS
For the radiant panel advanced cushion tests, there was extensive pol y imide shrinkage and
charring on the right seat cushions with mediu ►n - to- light damage on the left sea, cushions.
The fuel pan test extensivel y shrank charred the polvimide on the right seat bottom cushion
with medium-to-light damage to the left seat bottom cushion and no damage to either left or
right back cushions.
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SECTION 6
CONCLUSIONS
The energy sources, radiant panel at 10 watts /square centimeter and Jet A fuel, were severe
flammability tests for each cushion configuration.
The fire harrier and advance material cushions exhibited superior fire resistance when compared
to the baseline cushions while differences in burn damage between the fire barrier and advance
materia l polyimide cushions were minimal. however. the polyimide cushions were marginally
better wit h respect to temperatures above the seat, smoke density, and weight loss.
The fire harrier and advance material cushions showed fire resistant properties which could pre-
vent propagation of a fire in an aircraft cabin.
It is therefore concluded that fire barrier and the advance material cushions tested are viable
replace me nts for contemporarY urethane cushions with respect to fire resistance of a passenger
seat. Development of design configurations must consider weight ir-picts, material costs, and
functional requirements.
SECTION T
RECOMMENDATIONS
This program demonstrated the feasibility of improving the fire resistance of current passenger
seat cushions by enveloping the polyurethane cushion with it protective fire harrier material or
by using a polyimide foam cushion. The scope of the tes t twogram was loo limited to establish a
viable production configuration. Future programs should include burn testing of candidate cush-
sion configurations at various heat-flux levels.
It is recommended that NASA continue the polyimide optimization and characterization pro-
gram. At the same time, as an interim configuration, the fire harrier concept shou l d he opti-
mized by NASA to create a viable end item.
NiECED!U,;; PA'E KANK NOT FILMED
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APPENDIX A
CUSHION TEST PHOTOS
Pr rE P; A." WIT t1; Mr-b
FIGURE A 1. CONFIGURATION 1 - RADIANT PANEL
• 40 PERCENT 6VOOL 10 PERCENT NYLON
• COTTON MUSLIN
+ URETHANE FOAM
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FIGURE A" CONFIGURATION 2 - RADIANT PANEL
• 40 PE RCE^Il V600t 1Q VFRCENI N\ LON
. OUREfTIF RAT ING
• NOME x I II
URETHANE FOAM
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FIGURE A 3. CONFIGURATION 3 - RADIANT PANEL
• 10 PERCENT i%001- 10 PERCENT NV LON
s ON AR 3 PS
C OT70N MUSLIN
• URETHANE FOAM
FIGURE A 4 CONFIGURATION 4 - HAUTAN I rNnlu
• KERA1E1 %.OoL BLEND
•	 NIiA'If X III
• t IN LS , on NEOPRENE FOAM
• LIRE THAN[ FOAM
• AIREX Ft OTATION FOAKI
FIGURE A 6. CONFIGURA T ION 	 RADIANT PANEL
• KERVELWOOI. BLEND
• NOME X III
• 1 7 IN L- X 00 NEOPRENE FOAM
• LIRE THANL FOAM
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FIGURE A 7 CONFIGURATION 7 - RADIANT PANEL
• UIO PE ACF NI WOOL
• xoI fON ^milsl IN
• P0LYIkl:DF FOANI
FIGURE A F
	 " ,If:GLIIi.A i ION 8
	 RADIANT PANEL
•	 !'I_HVINI %%001
•	 ON Muni IN
w	 ,`I ^K11 Ot f0AKI
AIHt \ ftl l l AII.1N f1^An1
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FIGURE A S CONFIGURA11ON 1 - FULL PAN
Pt Rl I N T 1'-001 111 l't k, 1 NT N'v L (IN
I I (IN nu sI A
LIM 1 IIANt FOAM
i^
^ry
•y I >>
FIGURE A 10 CONFIGURATION 2 - FUEL PAN
• 90 PEHCENT YYOOL 10 PEHCENT NVION
• DURETTE HATTING
• NOME \ III
• URE THANE FOAM
EIGUHE A I I CONFIGUHATION 3 - FUEL PAN
• 10PE HCFNT VVOM 10 PERCENT NYLON
\ C,NAH 3 PS
OTTON ML I SI IN
• ',RE THANE FOAM
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FIGLIHE A l.'	 NFI, IIHATION •l	 F U t I PAIN
t^.t t ^I
.t I I t 14t NI	 I ,
0FIG: I HE A 13 CONFIGURATIO N '	 IUE1 PAN
• Lt IM41 1 1:Ui^l ftl F NL1
• NON11 w 111
• 1	 IN l s 11x1 %I ol'lit NI I OAM
.",I I IAN
FIGl i14 F A 14 rki NIRA I HAIWN b	 FIIFL PAN
FIGURE A 15 CONFIGURATION 7 - FUEL PAN
• 100PERCENT WOOL
• COTTON MUSI IN
• POLYIMIDE FOAM
!l
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FIGURE A 16 C,)NFIGURATION 8 - FUEL FAN
., .00 P;RCENT A0OL
• COT I ON AE I SL IN
• P0  N IATIOf IF
• AIRFX FI01 AT 10N FOAM
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ABSTRACT
Eight types of possible aircraft seat cushions were tested in the MDC Cabin
Fire Simulator to compare their fire characteristics. Two sets of seat
cushions :ere used in each test. Each type was subjected to two tests, first
using a radiant panel to ignite one side of the seat cushions, and then using
a flat pan f ined with Jet A fuel as a fire source.
Concentrations of carbon toonoxide, carbon dioxide, oxygen, hydrocarbons, and
acrd gases were measured for each test. Smoke density rrwasurements were also
obtained at nine locations throughout the chamber.
KEYWORD DESCRIPTORS
Gas analysis, fire sources, Cabin fire, aircraft seats, Cabin Fire Simulator,
smoke dens i ty, acid gases.
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INTRODUCTION
Over the period of 10/15/80 to 10/30/80, Interiors Engineering conducted tests
in the Cabin Fire Simulator Facility at McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company
(A3) under contract to NASA.	 In these tests, eight differgnt seat cushion
materials were tested usinu a radiant pane at 10 watts/crr' heat flux as a
fire source, and then duplicate cushions were tested using a fuel pan Riled
with 1 liter o f
 Jet A fuel as a fuel source. One test was run with just a
fuel pan filled with 1 liter of Jet A fuel to obtain a baseline for the fuel
pan tests. The eight different seat cushion materials are listed in Table 1.
TABLE I
CUSHION MATEo:AI.S
Ti%T
N;1MBf p UPHOl_^TFP^
rIRE
	 (
3LXKING	 __
CUSHION
^.lINF	 R	 EM EN'
CUSHION
^1, 0 15 40"	 Wool,	 10.	 Nylon None cottun Mu.,Iin Urethane
12,02B 90:	 Wool,	 101 Nylon Durette Batt
!
I	 Nomex	 111 Urethane
r3,13h 90% Wool,	 101 Nylon Vonar Cotton Muslin Urethane
/4,048 Kernel;Wool	 Blend Nomox	 111/1/2" Nec p rene None urethane/Airex Core
,,05B
1
Kernl ',`Wool	 Blend Nomex	 111	 112" Neoc?rene None Urethane
0 0. 06B Kermel/Wool	 Blend None 'romex	 111 112" tieoprene/Polyimide
li	 x1,a16 100% Wool !lone Cotton Muslin Polyimide
88,088 100% Wool None Cotton,	 Mu-,11 r, Polyimide/Airex Core
PROCEDUR1
Figure 1 shows the experimental set-uD of thA Cabin Fire Simulator. The samplinq
lines for the real time Gas analysis were approximately 30 feet long. A heated
Teflon line was used for the hydrocarbon :ample. The analyzers were all preceded
by particulate filters and an in-line filter filled with calcium sulfate and
zenc powder (to remove moisture and acid gases). The carbon dioxide was sampled
at a flow rate of 1 liter per minute using an MSA lira Model 303 infrared
analyzer with a range of 0-3.51, and an approxima t e full-scale response time
of 30 seconds. The carbon monoxide was sampled at a flow rate of I liter per
minute using an MSA Lira Model 303 infrared analyze r with a range of 0-10" and
a res ponse time of approximately 30 seconds. The oxygen was sampled at a flow
rate of 2 liters per minute using an MSA Model 80Z magnetic oxygen analyzer
with a range of 0-251 and an approximate response time of 45 seconds.
The hydrocarbon concentration was sampled At 2 liters Per minute using a Beckman
Model 865 infrared analyzer with a range of 0-10% and a response time of 5 seconds.
1M0000VNELL OOVOLAA COMPORATION
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Acid gas samples were collected in two sets of bubblers containing O.1N NaOH.
The flow rate through the bubblers was controlled at 1.0 liter per minute and
the bubblers were run for the first 10 minutes of each test. The concentration
of hydrogen cyanide (HCN) was determined by analyzing the bubbler solution
colorimetrically using the pyridine/pyrazoline method. The concentration of
hydrogen chloride (HC1) was determined by a potentiometric titration with
silver nitrate. The concentration of hydrogen fluoride (HF) was determined by
using a fluoride specific electrode.
Smoke density measurements were made using Weston Model 594 photocells with a
36 cm light path length. The smoke meters were calibrated to read in percent
transmittance of light. The nine photometers were located in groups of three
at the west end, middle, and east end of the chamber and were designated
PW, PM and PE, respectively. At each location, the smoke meters 1, 2, and 3
are located 6 feet, 3 feet, and 1 foot off the ftu , w, respectively.
The flow through the chamber was maintained at approximately 500 cubic feet
per minute, with the exhaust located at floor level along the length of each
side of the Lnamber and the air addition down the center of the ceiling. Each
test lasted 30 minutes, with the radiant panel being turned on at 20 seconds and
off at 320 seconds for tests 1 through 8. For the fuel pan tests 1B through
8B, time zero corresponds to the ignition of the fuel pan.
III
RESULTS
The acid gas results are listed in Table II. The gas concentrations and smoke
density measurements from tests 1 - 8 (radiant panel)are shown in Figures 2
thru 11. The gas concentrations and smoke density measurements from the fuel
pan baseline test are shown in Figures 18 and 19, respectively. The gas con-
centrations from tests 1B - 8B (fuel pan) are shown in Figures 20-35.
The first 100 seconds of real time data for test 6B was lost due to a computer
failure.
The upper east photometer (PEI) was not operational for the fuel pan baseline
(test B) or for tests 2B and 3B.
MCOOIVNELL OCPUOLAS COIVPURAT/ON
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TABLE II
ACID GAS RESULTS*
TEST
NUMBER
CONCENTRATION OF
HF	 (PPM)
CONCENTRATION OF
HC1	 (PPM)
CONCENTRATION OF
HCN	 (PPM)
TEST #1 33 < 15 <.27
TEST #2 8.1 < 15 <.27
TEST #3 < 5 < 15 < .27
TEST 04 5.5 < 15 .30
TEST #5 < 5 < 15 < .27
TEST #6 < 5 < 15 < .27
TEST #7 19 < 15 <.27
TEST #8 21 < 15 <.27 
FUEL PAN ONLY < 5 < 15 <.27
TEST 0 16 39 < 15 .6?
TEST #2B 8.5 < 15 <.27
TEST 03B < 5 < 15 .32
TEST #4B < 5 < 15 <.27
TEST #5B < 5 < 15 <.27
TEST 063 < 5 < 15 <.27
TEST F7B < 5 < 15 <.27
TEST #8B < 5 < 15 .56
*Concentrations listed are an ar prage concentration for the first 10
minutes of each test.
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IV
DISCUSSION
No measurable amounts of hydrocarbons were detected in any of the tests. The
hvdrocarbcnr detector used %could probablv not record any concentrations below
several thousand parts per million.
A malfunction in the carbon monoxide analyzer caused readings below 0.1. to be
inaccurate due to excessive electronic noise in the analyzer signal.
Smoke density measurements from the east photometers were substantially interfered
with during the first 5 minutes of tests 1 - 8 by light emitted from the
radiant panel.
No measurable concentrations of hydrogen chloride were observed in any of the
tests. The method used to analyze for HCl would not show concentrations
below approximately 15 parts per million.
V
CONCLUSIONS
This report summarizes data gathered by Materials 8 Process Engineering from
the seat tests conducted for NASA by Interiors Engineering from 10/15/80 - 10130/30.
The gas concentrations and smoke density measurements from each test will be used
in d comparison of the eight different cushion materials and the two different
types of fire sources used.
MCOOAIA/ELL DOL/O4 — ! CORPORATION
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APPENDIX C
NASA-JSC FLAMMABILITY TESTING OF AIRCRAFT SEATS
INTRODUCTION
In 1976, a program was undertaken by Douglas Aircraft Company under Contract NAS 2-9337
entitled, "Study to Develop Improved Fire Resistant Aircraft Passenger Seat Materials" —
Phase I. The purpose of the program was to screen and test candidate seat materials for flam-
mability, heat release, smoke generation, and toxic products in order to establish a baseline or
data base for the advanced materials to be tested in Phase II.
Solar Turbines International, under contracts NAS 9-14718, NAS 9-14050, and NAS 9-15484, has
developed and characterized a lightweight, fire-retardant, high-resilient, low-smoke-emitting,
and low-toxicity-polvimide foam for seat cushions.
Douglas was awarded Contract NAS 9-16062 for the full-scale flammability testing of aircraft
seat prototypes consisting of contemporary and advanced materials. Eight seat design con-
figurations were tested in the Douglas Aircraft Company cabin simulator. Concurrent with these
tests, NASA Ames Research Center contracted Southwest Research Institute ISwRII to per-
form flammability tests on the same seat configurations under similar conditions. Fairchild-
Burns, Inc. built the seats for the Douglas and SwRI program and for the subsequent JSC tests
in the 737 fuselage. Both the Douglas and SwRI tests have been completed. Douglas' observa-
tions of the tests resulted in the selection of the two configurations that performed the best for
the comparable tests in the JSC 737.
TEST PROGRAM
Objectives
The purpose of the JSC seat flammability tests was to obtain data which could be compared to
those obtained by Douglas and SwRI on the same seat configurations under similar test condi-
tions. In addition, the involvement of the PSU, wall and ceiling panels were observed. Specific
objectives were: I1 ► measure temperatures in the cabin, heat flux, and propagation rates across
the configured materials: 12 ► analyze products of combustion for specific gases: 13) observe the
animals exposed to the test atmosphere for signs of incapacitation: and 141 measure the loss of
visibility due to the smoke produced during the test.
Test Parameters
The tests were conducted in the 56-foot length of the 737 fuselage. Each configuration was
evaluated as one set of two seats placed side by side. Two configurations, designated No. 7 and
No. 5, were tested. These configurations are described helow in —Test Articles." The ignition
source was one liter of Jet A 1 aviation fuel in a 12- b y 12-inch pan placed under the window seat.
The air flow through the fuselage was 500 cubic feet per minute. Auxiliary cabin materials in-
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eluded ceiling and wall panels, and a mockup PSU. For toxicity evaluation, three test animals
wen• placed in each of two cages located as shown in Figure C-1. Five minutes into the test, the
six animals were dropped out of the test chamber. One additional animal, which was in a cage
equipped for special behavioral studies, remained in the test area for 20 minutes after ignition.
This animal was monitored for behavior for 20 minutes before the test to provide a baseline for
the test behavior. Gas anal y ses were performed automatically at the site for CO, CO, 0.,, and
total hvdrocarhuns. For hydrogen cyanide, hydrogen fluoride, arid hydrogen chloride, samples
were collected in the Klass microimpinger bubblers with 0.1 molar sodium h y droxide and tested
later in the chemistry laboratory.
Instrumentation in the test area consisted of thermocouples located as shown in Figure G1.
Figure C-2 shows the positioning of thermocouples and calorimeters on the seat cushions and
backrests. Figure C-3 shows the location of the cameras.
Color movies, stills, and video tapes were made of the tests.
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Test Articles
The two configurations selected as the more fire resistant of the eight tested by Douglas were
constructed as follows: Configuration No. 7 was tested first. The seat and backrest consisted of
polyimide foam upholstered with No. 3177 Sedellia Blue 100 percent wool. The foam was covered
with fire retardant, cotton muslin ticking. Configuration No. 5 was tested ten days later under
the same test parameters and conditions. The cushioning for the seat and backrest consisted of it
la y er of polyurethane foam sandwiched between two 1/2-inch layers of LS-200 neoprene foam,
covered with noinex III ticking. The cushion assembly was upholstered with Kermel wool blend.
In the test area, PSU, wall, and ceiling panels of the Boeing 717 type were installed. These
panels were composed of nomex honeycomb with epoxy fiberglass cover sheets. The PS11
mockup was fabricated from No. 9600 Lexan polycarbonate.
TEST RESULTS
Test No. 1 (Configuration No. 7)
The seats were weighed before t he tests and weights recorded as follows:
Aisle seat	 = 1 Ib 7 oz	 Window seat	 = 1 Ih 9 oz
Aisle seat backrest = 1 Ih 6-1/2 oz	 Window seat backrest = 1 Ih 5-1/2 oz
The fuel was ignited by a propane igniter and the flame rose up over the front edge of the seat
almost to the top of the seat backrest. The fire horned for approximatel y 17 minutes Five
minutes into the test, the six animal specimens were removed from the chamber for evaluation.
There was relativel y little visual ohscuration due to smoke evolution. What smoke was evident
came principally from the Jet A 1 fuel. Post-teat inspection showed the only damage was to the
front edge of the cushion over the fu: l pan. Here the upholster y hurned away and the polyimide
foam was charred. However, the foam did not ignite. There was no propagation of the fire from
one seat to the other and neither hack was affected.
The weights after the test were:
Aisle seat	 = I lu 5 oz
Aisle seat backrest = 1 Ih 6 oz
The weight losses were:
Aisle seat	 = 2 oz (8.7%)
Ai s le :+eat backrest = 1/2 oz 12.2%t
Window seat	 = 111) 2 oz
Window seat backrest = 1 Ih 5 oz
Window seat	 = 7 oz 128%I
Window seat backrest = 1/2 oz 12.3%1
The 8.7 percent loss to the aisle seat was apparently due to the damage to the upholstery be-
tween the aisle and window seat cushions anti to a loss of moisture from the wool. The loss of
weight of the seat backrests was most likely due to moisture loss alone.
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The temperatures at various times during the test are recorded in Table C-l. The hikhest
temperature measured was 1:;72°F, recorded from the thermocouple TM 18 positioned at the
edge of the window seat above the fuel pan. The two calorimeters, one positioned on the middle
of each seat backrest cushion, showed no rise. This was apparently due to the very good in-
sulative properties of the polyimide foam.
"the six animals, consisting of male Sprague-Fawley rats, were exposed to the fire atmesphere
for 5 minutes. They survived the test and showed no gross toxic effects during the orle week
post-test observation period. The single operant animal in the specially equipped shock escape
cage showed no change in performance from baseline control levels. The results of the analyses
of the combustion gases art ,
 shown in Table C-2.
TABLE C-1
TEMPERATURE (°F) AT VARIOUS TIMES AFTER FUEL IGNITION
THE RMO
COUPLE
IDENTIFY
MINUTES
----
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 ^6	 7 
-F8
	
9	 10	 11	 12	 13	 14	 15
TM 1 104 116 121 135 141 147 151 200 147 144 140 136 13?
T M 2 114 125 143 151 165 174 193 181 174 164 151 152 147
TM? _121 139 161 180 182 186 190 193 194 188 116 170 163
T M4 109 121 136 141 148 151 153 172 150 147 139
1
137 133
TM5 108 125 141 151 161 169 185 219 176 168 164 157 151
TM6 151 151 181 197 204 206 210 203 200 185 174 169 160
T M 7 114 127 143 150 156 157 160 161 185 148 140 136 133
TM8 121 135 147 164 185 200 209 209 193 182 176 168 160
TM9 124 140 161 189 190 196 204 204 200 1	 192 182 176 1	 169
TM 10 97 105 114 121 125 117 125 128 1?5 1	 128 123 117 116
TM 11 106 113 121 132 135 136 147 184 157 160 119 127 124
T M 12 101 112 123 132 135 135 136 133 136 137 132 127 125
TM 13 105 110 123 127 133 136 140 139 136 136 132 131 131
TM 14 105 117 132 140 148 1501 151 165 148 155 151 165 186
TM 15 109 118 153 206 159 160 161 163 177 208 238 260 276
TM 16 140 155 174 200 222 23 7 235 226 222 218 239 190 182
T M 17 656 887 1140 1217 1134 961 731 579 501 424 366 300
TM 18 ??2 370 730
1
1372
1 1071
1232 965 1153 887 801 699 625 537 430
HIGHEST READING 1772 0 F	 TEST START 9:56:67	 FINISH 10 16 36
TC TM1•	 (4 MINUTES IN70 TEST) 	 PREPARED BY HM WALKER	 DATE
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TABLE C 2
COMBUSTION GAS ANALYSES
OF FGASSED PRODUCT
CARBON MONOXIDE (PP,n)
LIGHT HYDROCARBONS Ihlvn)
CARBON DIOXIDE 1%)
OXYGEN (%) MINIMUM LEVEL
HYDROGEN CYANIDE I%1
HYDROGEN FLUORIDE 1%1
HYDROGEN CHLORIDE (%)
PLYIMIDE FOAM
-_I:: ^
6'3
143
024
703
70
42•
105
NEOPRENE IPOLYURETHANE FOAM
376
•1 1 7
0 29
20 4
45
22
330
• OUL PRIMARILY TO RESIDUAL FROM PREVIOUS TESTS AND INLOMPLLTL PURGING At'O I LUSHING OF LINES.
Test No. 2 (Configuration No. 5)
The pretest weights of the seats were as follows:
Aisle seat	 = 3 Ib 9 oz	 Window seat	 = 3 Ib 9 oz
Aisle scat backrest = 3 Ib 6 oz	 Window seat backrest = 3 Ib 14 oz
As noted under "Test Articles," the tcs! parameters were the same as those followed for Test
No. 1, i.e., the PSU mockup, wall and ceiling panels, animals, fuel pan, instrumentation, etc.
were configured the sarhe as in 'Pest No. 7. The fire from the fuel pan burned up over the edge of
the window seat and continued to burn for a total of approximately 30 minutes. After approxi-
mately 14 minutL s. the flames were confined to a small area of the fuel pan apparently where the
Fiberfrax wicking held more of the fuel. These small, flickering latent flames did not come close
to imvinging an the seats. Approximately four minutes into the test, smoke obscured the setts
and - I­ obscurition remained until approximately the ten-minute mark. The visibility in the
area of the fuel pan and the edges of the seat cushions was fairly good and some burning of the
window seat cushion was observed. This was more evident after the ten-minute mark when
sonic of the smoke cleared apparentl y due to the ventilation of the cabin. There was no evidence
of the seat burning w hen the fire no longer impingeu on the seat. Posttest inspection showed ex-
tensive damage to the window seat cushion, some damage to the adjacent aisle seat cushion, and
damage .o the sidewall including burnthrough of an are •t 8 inches in diameter. The seat hack
cushion of the window seat was also slightly damaged. The Kermel wool blend used for the seat
covers showed very good fire resistance. The test animals, as in Test No. 1, showed no apparent
,ldverse effects from the exposure to the fire environmer I.
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The weights of the cushions after the test were:
Aisle seat cushion	 = 3 lb 4-112 oz
Aisle seat hack cushion = 3 Ih 5 oz
Window seat cushion
	
= 1 lb 1 I oz
Window seat back cushion = :3 lb 8 oz
The weight losses were:
Aisle seat cushion	 = 4.5 oz (7.9%)	 Window seat cushion	 = 1 lb 14 oz t52.6%)
Aisle seat back cushion = 1 oz (1.85%) 	 Window seat back cushion = :3 Ib 6 oz (9.7%)
Th y temperatures at various times during the test are recorded in Table C-3.
The highest temperature recorded was 907°F measured at thermocouple TM18 positioned at the
edge of the window seat above the fuel pan.
The results of the analyses of the combustion gases are shown in Table C-2.
CONCLUSIONS
The palvimide seat cushions did not ignite and therefore did not propagate a fire and they
evolved ver y little smoke.
Polyurethane foam cushions ignited when impinged by a flame and burned completely with the
evolution of much smoke.
The poly urethane-LS200 neoprene sea: ignited and burned. Much smoke was generated but no
fire was generated.
The 100 percent wool upholstery burned in the impingement area.
The Kermel wool resisted the fire and provided an effective fire barrier.
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